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im super excited to share this set of
reviews with you guys. i love reading

reviews, especially when its your
opinion on a movie, book or game. so

when a friend of mine, a fellow
redditor, asked for my thoughts on the
star wars set of movies, i was elated.

the two of us have seen the entire
franchise more than once, and have
both picked it apart. so i dived in and
its time for me to pass my opinions on
what i feel about the films. the two of
us have heard the common phrase,
and phrase i personally sometimes

use, its too bad lucas doesnt think of
everything, over and over from

everyone. they are usually talking
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about the shortcomings of the latest
movie, or how the fights were cheap.
but have you ever watched all of the
movies back to back and seen how

each movie tied together? how every
movie left off on a solid foundation to

build off of? lets dive into the two
latest star wars movies, and i hope to
show you how each of the movies tied
together, and shaped the overall story.
the year is 1980. luke, han and leia are
back on the tantive iv, after a fourteen

year hiatus. its time to revisit the
heists, and reunite with luke to return

to kessel to face off against the
dreaded bounty hunter, darth vader.

as they work together to save han and
leia, they face against the evil of the
empire, which has been bolstered by

its new ally, the death star. tense
suspense and adventure awaits, as the

two size each other up. in this
installment, we see the empire has lost

all of its teeth, as they are now
desperate for a way to defeat the
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rebels. but luke has just the answer.
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Marathon Games is the company that
is working on these games. They're an

independent developer that are
currently made up of one person. Most
of the developers work remotely with

the company owner getting input from
all of the different departments that
make up their company. The same

goes for the PlayStation 2 Classics. For
those users who live in a location

where broadband Internet is available,
the best way to play your games is to
download the PS2 Classics Pack from
the PS Store. The console will then

download all the files from the PS Store
and install them on the console. This
will ensure that when you boot the
console into your PlayStation 3 OS,

your games will be ready to play. You
can do this by connecting to the

Internet and going to the Store via the
Playstation Network icon on your home
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screen. If you haven't yet downloaded
the PS2 Classics Pack from the Store,

you can do so now by going to the
store link at the bottom of the page
and installing the PS2 Classics Pack.

Ive been told by moderators that some
issues with this pack are that I did not

use a firmware hack (including the
Ps2.7 firmware hack) and that the first

games on the archive are using the
original game disc layout (but thats

only because I chose the first two). In
my opinion both of those points are
valid, but Im not sure what to do. I

either used a hack I knew wasnt ready
for primetime (or just didnt know

about) or I lost an excellent
opportunity to introduce more players
to the ps2 classics. If anyone has a PS2
on the PS4, please try the ps2 classics

anyway and help me change that.
5ec8ef588b
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